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ABSTRACT

Diff.erences between Israeli (n-50) and AMerican (n.-B7).studarits

(grades 9 through_j) were investigat d tTing the Torrance Test of Creative

Thinking - Figural Form A. Result showed that Israeli students scored

higher (P (.05) than the America students in grades 9, 10 and 12 on

"fluency" nd "flexibility". srseli students scored higher on "originality"

only in T-ad 10, while Amer can seudentt scored higher ow "elaboration"

only in grade 11. A quady tie trend was observed (I' (.05) for "fluency",
v.

Ako

"flexibiLity" and "claho ation" across grade levels over'both cultures

showins higher scores ri grades 10 and 11 as opposed tO grades 9 and 12.
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A Crossultural'Study in Creativity,
Israeli And American Students,

Crades 9 through 12

Studies in creativity have been.gaining momentum in recent decades.

A review of literature, however, revealed a limited number of cross-
..

cultural studies. .1n.a study by Torrance (1963), data, on three nonverbal

and s,ix verbal tasks for assessing originality, were obtained from six

cultures: (Negro school in Georgia and another.school sytem with a

broad range of talent), Western AusCralia, Western SamOa7 Germany (free
2

Berlin) and India. In each culture, data vere collected from about 1000

pupils in grades one through six. According to Torrance the creativity tasks

did not favor one sex over the other or one culture over another. Comparison
_

i
of countriPs; tor developmental trends, reveaed that the developmental

-

curve varied from country to country reflecting periods of growth and slump.

In the United States sample constituting a buoader range oT talent there
$

appeared to be a period of growth from the first to the third grade with

a slump tn the fourth grade followed by another period of growth in the fifth

-and the sixt4h grades. In Germany slump appeared in the second and the third

grades followed hi growth,in the fourth and fifth grades; In Western Samoa,

al.tho-ugh growth was continuous', the rate df progress wg slow from the second .

to the third grades, etc. lorrange indicates that the slump periods may be
-

related to mental healtll problems related to physiological changes increasing

peer pressures, etc. Torrance (1963) also reported that examinAtion of develop-
..

mental Curves in different cultures showed decjines in creative thinking

abilities occur at about ages five, 'nine, thirteen and seventeen And these

,
are rOlated to "Ole stresses impoed by Z..ultural discontinuities and are

ac ompaniedey personality disturbances." (p. 72)

Investigators have also been interested in examining sex differences within

cultures. Mearig 41967) compared boys And girls,- in accelerated seventh and
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eighth grade classea Massena, New York and in Skye an island in the

Inner Hebrides off,the Western coast of Scotland. .,The sky. students were

)

bilingual who spoke Gaelic and 'English. Mearig was motivated by the aieumption

that sex Aifferences in cneative 4haviora are related to cultural defined

sex roles and values, e.g., there is greater initial reinforcethent, for

language activities for girl/ and this.may lead to their initial superiority

over hoys on fluency pf'creativity. However, she speculated that

with maturation, boys will gain on fluency and by eleventh or the twelth

grade; such diffe.renea tAll diminish. Mearig obserVed different trendEt

in the two cultures: In Massena girls scores Significantly higher than boys ,

A

on fluency and flexibility. Although the same trend was.evident.for originality,

the difference was not significant; In Skye, there were no sex differences

obtained on tt'le TOrracce tests. Mearig contends that the sex differences may

show up in the U.S.A., because bf greater emphasis and'recognition given

to-r7Fa1es for academic achievement. In Skye, Mearkg points out,.gir4 stu-

dents rarely entertain intellectual goals and their vocational aspirations are

related to service occupations. Further, earig noted that Skye students

in generit1 scored lower than the.U.S.A.
1

dents on the Torrance teasures

of creative thinking': This according to her, may be related to the students
,

lack of orientation to cognitive tasks required on the creativity ill Skye"

besides the possibility that in Skye schoOls there is little eniphasis on

cognitive appidaches measured on the creativity tests. A procedure suCh as

"brainstorring" miy never be uSed in'the Skr schools.
.

\ .

Another investigatio (Coone, 1969) examined sex differences in fog
. 1

cultures: U.S.A., Germany, q1ustralia and India. This-study showed that in

U.S.A., boys scored, higher on originality than girls, while.the reverse wai
,

true for figural e1aboration. n ail other samples except India sex.differences

were non-significant. In India boya scores signifficantly higher"than girls

on figural originality, This study also involved a comparisoll in Perf nce



changee bet4een grades 'three and four. Foreboth Sexes on figural, verbal

and total measures the U.S. sample allowed a drop more often thatOgin from the
6

third to the fourth grade, while the reverse W88 the ease for samples from

other Countries suggesting the importance of rultur-al factors.

Ma 'i (1971) examineecuLtural differences and sex differences in a study
,

involving modern American and traditional Israeli-Arab rural eighth grade

students. Mar'i used forms Verhal B and figural B of the Torrance teats for

4
creative thinking. Ns study shoved that the' Israeli-Arab girl students

fell significantdy behin4ohoys on all measures of creativity, although the

latter showed greater variability in performance as compared to the former.

Within tb,e American sample, no significant sex differences were found except

in fluency and originality on one problem only and this Was in favor of females.

In general overall American students performance.was auerior to the Arab

students and the tomer showed.greater .,individual differences than the latter-.-

Mar'i explained that in a modern society irid,ividliality is encouraged and

required while in traditional societies'individuality iS punished.

Torrance and his associates alsoexamined the affect of mono or

bilingualism on creativity.

N.- r:

TOrrance argued that a negative transfer in
'411.

creativity in inevitable when the.child begins'to attend school and learn the

language of instruction. A study by Torrance Cowan`, Wu and Ali tti (1970)

compared the creative functIoning of 1003 monolingual and bilingua Chinese

and Malayan children in Singapore in grades three, four and five using the

6-,
Figural Form A of thc Torrances test. The subjects incleded Chinese children

in Chinese speaking schools, Chinese in English speaking schools, 1.ULlayans

in Malayan speaking schools and Malayans in English speakin schools. Thair

results indicated that the monolingual children excelled the biliriguals on
4

- fluency and flexitility, but a reverse trend Was evident for originality and!

elaboration.



It is interesting to note that large number of cross-cultural studies

have employed Torrance's measures (see apso Singh, 1970) aed.'it seem")

that investigators do not find any problem using these tests. 4owever, caution

has been expressed by Torrance, Tlin and Allman (1970) About the validity of the

tests in cultures other than U.S.A. In ihis regard a stUdy bY OgLetree (1971)

is noteworthy. Ogletree conducted a validation.etudy of the Torrence's

creativity tests in 'Germany (ne493), Scotland (n...1.93) and England (n479) in

twelve different state and private schools in grades three to six. Tests.were

administered-orally in respective native tongues. In order to test the con-

current validity of the creativity measures, Ogletree asked each participating

0 teacher to select the most and the least creative students. (Results indicated,'

that out of a total of 1165 subjects, 302 students were selected by teachers

as most creative and 863 students as least creative. Th two groups showed

V
significant differences on verbal fluency, flexibility, originality and

figural. elaboraiion. Ogletree concluded that "not only teachers were

successful in selecting most creative pupilsr-but the creativiteasures

exhiA)it a significant dek.11K!e of concurrent validitY other than the U.S.A."

(p. 130).

From the literature reviewed, it is evident that there is A gro ing .

inttr t in crosw-cultural research in creativity. Thus far, there 1ko1ne

evidence in the literature that shows (a) degree of modernization Of A

A

culture is related to performance on creativity tests (b) each'culture shows

critical periods of growth add slump in their development. In the U.S.A.,

there appears to be A slump in the fourth grade:Avel and c) bilingualism

'hurts performande on fluency and flexibility but may facilitate performance

1

on originality and e1aborar6E: The literature with respect to sex differences

4

shows great variation from culture to culture.

In view of the large number of cultures in the woild, the number o cross,-

culvural studies done, thus far, is only a small handful. The relative



dearth of cross-cultural studies is not aurpriaing in view of the expenditure

aAd effort involved in conducting such studies. Cross-cultural studios,

eaRecially in the area of creativity are of value not only from the point of

view of generating,a cfoss-cultural theory of creativity (Mar'i, 1976), but

also in understanding what slay be some of the special factors that are associated

with higher or lower expression of creativity in some eulture--kknowledge

of such factors should be of help in designing educational programs.to

promote creativity. Creative contributions in the arts, sciences', and

humanities can'enhance -the life styles for mankind on a global basis..

.Ceorgis and Helms (1978) obseeved that social sci,ences have come under several

criticism for being."primarily oriented.toward the white6Western World"

(p. 945). They cite Hsu (1973) who in referring to hip colleagues in anthro-

pology, msked them to,he more open Minded to the assumptions of other countries.

Hsu cautioned that "there isarld of difference between a truly cross-

cultural science of man and a white centered science of man with cross-

cultural decorations" (p. 1). The present study was a step, iviPthis direction.

rhe present study investigated the possible differences between students

in Israel and studentA in the U.S.A., grades 9, 10, 11.and 12 on four

variables of creativity. Specifically, there were two main q estions of

interest (a) are there differences on each of the four depe dent vatlables,

fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration between the cultures within

each g de and (h) are thei,e differentes, regardless of cultures on the four

7

dependent variables among the grades. The study also employed an original

biographical instruMent (academic, home life, leisure activities, personal

1

plans and wishes) to locate possible explanations,for any differences between

the cultures or among the grades.

eel&



Method

Subjects

A total of 137 students from Israel and the United States were invoVed

in the study'. In Israel, durin the summer of 1973, students from three

cities, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Rehovot, and Kibbutz Chofetz Chaim (a collective

village) were invited to participate in the study. Principals of three schools

in Israel were contacted and their help solicited to make appointments with

students ang to axrange for student participation. Tests were administered

in each of t.'e locations. rl

Students in Jerusalem represented the following academic high schools:

Evelina D. Rothschild, Horeb High School and Netiv Meir High School. In.Tel

Aviv, studints came om the following schools: Ironit 3, Bet Tzeirot

Tzeitlin, Gymnasium Herzeliya, and Engineering School-Tel'Aviv.

liehovotistudents represented the foliowing sdhobls: Ulpana Kfar Pines,-Tichon

DativIroni, Amos D'Shalit High School, Ohr Etzion in Shafir and Ariel. In

,O.bbutz Chofetz Chaim, many of the students studied in the settlement high

school. Severai hoys attended schools or seminaries away from the village.

In an attemPt to bring together students-from-diverse Israeli backgrounda

(Oriental, European, native Israeli) and different economic', educational, and

soci4 strata, the tests were -administered in these four locations./

Jerusalem, the capitol of Israel, his a population of 326,400 (1973).

The schools represented include students from all three baelkgrotinds Usted

above. Students came from families of various economic, professional, and

aeademic levels. In Tel Aviv, population 367,100 (1973), students. came

from highly-structured academic high schools. As indicated by the Trincipals,

a large nutber of parents were professionals, or skilled craftsmen.

Students in Rehovot, population 50,0003 also came from academic

high schools.
A

Th-ey represented European and native Israeli parentage. Kibbutz

Chofetz Chaim located south of Tel Aviv, population 360 (1973), had the most

9



diverse student population. Many adolaacents from disadvantaged and distressed

urban families are sent tc live in 'the kibbutz to receive improved educational,

social, and economic opportunities. Thy attend schol with children of

kibbutz members. Some of the boys attend religious seminaries away from the

kibbutz durAng the school year.

American sludents were from Cleveland Heights7Vniverslty Heights school

district in northeastern Ohio. The school district, pApulatton 10013 (1974),

had four junior high schools in 1974, Wiley,lionticello, Roosevelt, and Roxboro.

One senior high, Clev land Heights High School, populatiou just u er 3,000,
I

served the entire difAqct. Tests were administered durlimg the school year,

1974, and during summer school sessions, 1974, to students from the junior

highs and the high se:hool. Cleveland Heights-University Heights school dis-
\It

trict has a diverse population, representing various racial, ethnic, economic,

professional and working-class 'groups. Subjects in this study camp from a

heterogeneous populatiott! The number of ttudents iu each grade in each culture

who participated in the study are represented in Table 1.

Table 1 about here

Procedures

The Figural Form A of the Torrance Tests for Creative Thinking was used
N/

because of ,its adaptability to Students of another culture. Instructioris for

the Torrance Test and the biographical instrument were translated'into Hebrew

for use in Israel. The tests were administered in,identical form to all sub-

jects. The :Trance tests were administered under timed conditions. The
A

biogralciacal instrdment was administered following the test of creativity and

time
noAlimit was specified for the biographical inventory.

In Israel, three counselors, trained by 4e investigator (LBR), adminis-

tered the te'sts in Hebrew under the supervisiqn of the investigator. All tests

given to the American students were adfilinistered by the investigator (LBR).

Jo

/



Since the teats were given in 13261:during the summer vacation,

money incentive of five lirot (Tsraeli pounds equivalent to $1.25 in 1973)

was offered to the subjects in an attempt to equate motivation.

Only one subject ih Israel did not pArticipate in the study. lt was
7

interesting to note her unique reaction to the test. She was a student in

Kibbutz Chofez Chaim. As the instructions for"the three Casks of the-Torrance

tests were presented and as the ten-minute time limit-for, the Picture Com-.

plexion Activity was given, the girl stood up in obvious frustration, crumpled,
(

the test bodklet and ran from the room in tears. The counselor later explained

that, this girl was from a disadvantaged fam ly in"an outlying district: Per-

haps lier reactions support Mearig's (1967) cussion about sCudents from_

other cullures "who lack.a familiarity with Jxternal tests, particularly timed

ones (p..116)."

Scoring of the Creativity Tests

ln order to avoid any-b1as on the part of theinveatigators, the,yorrance

tests were scored professionally b the Personnel Press,.Lexington, Massachusetts.

Complete instructions and explanations for scoring for fluency, flexibility,

originality, and elaboration are given in the Torrance Directions Manual and

Results

Scoring Guide (1974.Revision).

Creativity Tests

Analysis of the data corresponded to a two-way ANOVA design with cultures

nested within each gAde level. A multivariate analysis considering all the

four dependent va4ab1e, fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration,

for clifferences between cultures.at each grade yielded F,(4, 126) values

between .47 and 8.70, with.1<.05 in all cases;.the multivariate F (12,034)

2.84, 11.<.001 wag" obtained for differences among grades.

Since multivariate analysis yielded significant F.values, further.analysis

was done using univariate ANOVA's (two-way design) on each oi the dependent

vie
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variables. ,Table 2 summarizes the univariate analysis 19r the varilb

fluency.

Table 2 ahout here

Table 2 shows that cultures *coral dif4rently in'grades 9, 10 and 12
-

(p<.05 in all cases),/but not in grade ii:(2.) 40). The main effect for

differences among grades was also significant (k-c.005).. The means.for

differene conditions are piesented in table 3.

Teble 3 about here'

,Tahi 3 shows that th'e Israeli students as cimpar.40610 the Am.rizen.
4

students in grades 9, 10-end 12 acored significantlx:Japer on.q4ency.
.10"

It may also be noted-that, alth4I for.grade 11 the diiterewW was"Not

significant, 'the same treild is g'llown.

che means for each grade level as seen in Table 3 appear to indfcate a

quadratic trend, with the Means fOr grades 9 and 12 lowei than the meanit for

0

grades 10 and 11. The existence of a quadratic trend was confirmed by a post:-

hoc analysis using Scheffe's procedure, F (3, 129) 12.55, 1><.01; critical

F value im 10.44.

.7.--Table 4 pi-e4ents the univdrMte ANOVA for the dependent variable

flexibility, a

Table 4 ahout here

It was found that the cultures scored differently inogrades 9, 10 and.12

(in all cases Il< .05). For grade 11, the obtained F value was not SignIficant;

F< 1.0. The main effect of differences among grades was significant (am.6):-

4le means for different conditions are rpported in Table 5.

al 5 Table 5 about: here-

12

I
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Table 5 ihows that Israeli sOldents as compared to the American students

,0!

In grades 9, 10 and 12 scored iignificintly higher in flexibility. It may

also be.noted Chit, although for grade 11 the difference was not iignificant,

the same trend is shown.,

.The means'For each grade level as seen in Table 5 Sppears to indicate

a quadratic be-end with the meahs for grades 10 an'd 11. The sxistenc of a

quadratic trend.was confirmed by a post-hoc analysis using Scheffe' proce-

dure, F (3, 129), 12.93,-11< .01; critical F value e.1.044.

, The univariate ANOVA for the dependent variable originaltty is presented

in Table 6.

Table 6 about here
41,

It was found that the cultures' scores did not differ significantly
2

in grades 9, 11 and 12 ,(E. .05 in al cases). For grade 10, the obfained

F value was, however, significant pr< .001). 711e4main eff4etwof differences

160
among grades was not significant (k>.10) The means for diffiren conditionir

are reported in table 7. P

Table 7 about here

Table 7 shows that in ttle able of Means for Origiriality there is an

indication of the quadratic tr d similar to the trends in th'e results for

fluency and flexibility. Th trend, however, was not tested since the main

A

effect of grade was not s nificant (2).0,5).

Only in grade 10 is there a significant difference in meana indicating

that the Israeli students scored higher in originality than did students in

the United States.

Table 8 presents the univariate ANOVA for the dependent variable,
P

elaboration.



Table 8 about here

It. was found, howeVer, that the cultures' scotes did not differ signifi-

cantly in,elaboration in grades 9, 10 and 12 (p.> .05 in all cases). For

grade 11, the obtained F vallie was significant (2.< A37). The main effett

of grades was significant (1aK .001). The means for different conditions

are reported in table 9.

Table 9 about here

Table 9 shows that Israeli students as compared'to the Amet168n students

in gra f-es 9, 10 and 12 scored higher, but not significantly (p)..05 for

grades 9, 10 and 12), on the test of elaboration. pnly in grade 11 was there

a significant difference with the American students scoring higher than the

I-Otaeli students (p< .037).

The means for each grade level as seen in Tabke -K:Ppear to indicate a

quadratic trend (as in Table 5 and Table 3) with the means for grades 9 and 12

lower than the:means for grades 10 and U. The existence of a quadratic

trend was confirmed by a post-hoc analysis using Scheffe's procedure,
4,

(3y 129) 16.20, 1(.01; critical F value . 10.44.

Bioaraphical Data

Biographical data was examined to look for possible sources of explanation

of significant differences between the cultures and among the grades. The bio-

graphical infoription was compiled in four descriptive categories: academic,

home-fife, leisure Activities and personal plans and wiphes. Because all of

the data was nominal iq nature, the:differences between cultures and among

grades were examined using Chi-square tests. If the results-were iignifidelt

at .Et:.05 level,.the Chi-square test was followed by a post-hoc test using a

procedure based on Scheffe's method (Marasacilo, 1972). This analysis revealed,

in most part, similar responses for Israeli and American students and students



in different grades. qence, the anabois is not reported in detail here.
4110

Piscueeion

The results of the study bCsically revealed that differences between

caltures were specific to variables and grade levels. :To explain:why Israeli.
.or

students scored higher on fluericy and flexibility in grades 9, 10 and 12,

but not 11 is 'extremely difficult particulasy in view of the similarity of

responses on'the biographiql instrument. The same can be said &out tfie
..,

Variables elaboration and ofiginall. (It may be q-ecalled that for origi-
--

nality, a signifioant'difference was found only in grade 10 in favor of ehe

Israeli students. For elaboration a si.gnificant difference was found only

in grade 11 in favor of the American students.)

The second question of interest to the Study was whether there were any

significant differences Among the grades regardless of cultures. In this

regard, it was noted that the main effect of grade Zas significant for fluency,

flexibility and elaboration but not for ori nality. However, it was'interest-

ing to note e existence of a significant uadratic trendJor fluency,

flexibility and elaboration; the scores in grades 10, and 11 were higher as

compared to grades 9 and 12. Although not significant, the quadratic trend

. was also obsprved for the variable originality.. As ttlere ifrlittle in the

literature to support the evidence of Such a trend,'some sp*Oulations are

offered based on personal observations and experience.

It appears that psychological demauds associated with develokrzyt, curricu-

lum)and societal expectations provide a possible explanation for the quadratic

trend (Cf Torrance, 1963). In explaining the lower scores in thivninth grade

two factors can be.suggested, one dealing with teen age development at age

14-15 (ninth tade), anhe other, with the type of curriculum introduced in

the ninth grade. Ninth grade is a definite transition period from the ofte

)
immature "middle school years" to the more mature years of high schoor'irge.

This transition period has 14en ,the subject of interest ef many writers.

15
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Kenlston (1966) refere to this period as the "agonizing moment" charactert,sed

by conflicts of the emerging adolescent with the adultiworld. Erikson (1963)

has talked about the crisis of identity versus role confusion during the

adolescent piripd and the problem oft "paychosocial moratorium"'where '?delay"

is the key word. Furthr., nintil grade in both Israeli and American society

heralds the beginning of high-school and students are required to plunge

into serious curriculum, classical literature and foreign-grammar. The nintb

-

A, grade student is concerned with ractical Matters of dealing with subject

matter, acquiring respectable grades and digesting predetermined courses of '

/

study and established values. It is the year where students are encouragedi.:

to "excel fast" and-Spegin to nktablish the personal achilvement record for

lollege and university. In this regrld-, it might be noted that Isreel and.

the U.S.A. have similar educational systems. jsrael provides for "compulsory

.public education" for ages 6 to 14 years patterned very much like the

Presently, the organization of the educational system for Israel is ir A'

transition period. That is, formerly Organized on an 8 primary and 4, secondary

plan, the 6-3-3 plan is now slowly being adopted (Sharp, 1974). Further, it

has been traditional for 13tudents,in Israel in post-primary education to choose.

either a vocational or an cademic high school, beginning with grade 9. The

trend for vocational träini g in the U.S. also been gainingmomentum.

If the lower ninth grade results can be attributed to the emerging

.adolescent coming to grips with self and an intensive program of studies, what

may account for the higlier scores, on a par, in grades 10 and 11? It is

clear, both from personal teaching experience and from a sttidy of the litera-

ture that there is no clear.division between early and late adolescence,
V

4 Keniston (1966) explains that thi)6 distinction ia only a relative one.

"Noneiheless, this distinction is meant to suggest
that one of the ways we recognize the "successiur
progress ol..adolescence'is by a gradually decreased
preoccupation with issUes of emancipation, independence,
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'and autonomy from- family coupled with issues Of
emancipation, independence,.iand autonOmy from
family 6upled with a slow grywth inConcern
witl;. questions about the future, the integration
Of'self, ihe develdpment -of a sense of social
role and personal p4pose. (p. 6)

Certain trends and characteristics do emerge in'tenth and eleventh grade,

which support. Keniston''s theory and which.May account for the rise in Acores

in the 4.kuadrattt trend. Once the student begins to atijust to the hdgh school
.

course, he or she begins to look at -the immediate w6r1d'around him anfil to

explore interests, values, friends, sOlool and often, communityNctivities.

This adjustment may help in the elevation of the creativity scorfs in the
\

tenth and eleventh grades...

While 11),gh school students in tenth and eleventh grade tend to he more

involved with activeties related to school, family and personal interests,

students in the twelfth grade tend to be more.concerned with preparation

for life aftel high school. Similar trends emerge among senior high school

students in both the United States and in Israel which may account for the

reduction in scores for twelfth grade in the quadratic trend. From personal

involvement with twelfth grade students as a homeroom and classroft teaefier,

the senior author observed consistent concerns, anxieties and involvement"

which preoccupied many senior students. More gifted and academically success-

ful students were concerned with searchihg for thaCright college orruniver-

sity" taking-standardized achievement.tests, filling out applications and

seeking funding for tuition. Students in twelfth grade tend to have a higher

rate of class absenteeism while tfiey are in pursuit of these activities. 144

Twelfth grade students who are not tontemplating college are concerned with

seeking permanent employment. T4y are concerned.about their qualifications

forra good job. Many seniors in both categories who have completed most

gmduation requirements by the twelfth grade attend school only half days

and are eMployed in Av. afternoons. They have little time for their academic

A
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subjects, mach leas for creative involvement in -school projecre and activities.

In Iarael, the twelfth grade student.ia'alatOburdened with important

la_

concerns. Competition Is iCeen in Israel for the limited number of plskes

in the univeriittes. The Bagrut examination is A very real concein for

twelfth grade students (Sharp 1974). Stnior 8tu0,ents ift,Israel, however,

cannot look forwaN'to entering univereities uppn graduating from high-school.

Craduates of academic atr Vocational high schools as well as older adolescents

who have been employed instead of attending school must enter the Israeli ,

army at age eighteen and serve for three years. Only -girle of Orthodox

religious persuasion may be excused from army serv(ce. These girls often

olunteer for Sherut L'Am, nnsncillary service organization offering

educational and social welfare help to people in disadvantaged Or distressed

-areas.

Another issue of special importance to,the older adolescent msy also

account for the reduction in scores for twelfth grade students. Keniston

.(1966) noted that the intimate relationship of the questions of "self-
.

definition itt the wider world and the capacity for inbnacy, including sexual:

intimacy, with the opposite sex (p 7)." In discussing" the seeking for

identity and intimacy among the late adolestent Keniston indica4d that most

girls "see relationship with men as a pritnary of achieving identity and

fulfillment in life." For late adolescent boys, however, while vocational

concerns mny ba,the primary concerns, the fundamental considerations of develop-

ing identity and "maleness" have much to do with "increasingly intense rela-
.

tionshipa with girls (p. 7)."

The present study does Offer support to Torrances contention of critical.

periods of growth and decline in creativity scores. The obvious Imp11.4tion

of these findings is, to place special emphasis on creative thinking or creative
\.,

'or

problem ftelving in graqes such as the ninth and the twelfth. Creative approach

4
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tO Selving.0oblems reLated to choice of oCcupations or socisg concerns

may lactually benofit.the yolngsters who are in the\sidst of turpoil

ailxiety qelated to these problems. The 1nterpretations offered idthe /It

are speculative and must be treated with rutfon. Further research is needed

to substantiate the findings obtained in ehe present study, especially,.eince

it suffers from the usual weakResses oe typical cross-cultural study (see
f-

Malpasa, 1977). -Perhaps su(h cross-cultural studies needibe conducted

piriodically with K-12 time span to study)changes 9vef time that May be

related to political, economic and social changes.

9
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TAALE 1

_Sample Size of Student Participants by Culture and Grade

Culture 10

Grades-7--
11 12 Total.

Israel

American

9

11

16

16 22

8

38

50

87

"2

9

a



TAB14E 2

Analysis of Variance Summary for the DOendent

6 Varlable Fluency

soutce or Variabllity -^ MS E. <

Between cultures

Culture Within
grade 9 1 152.22 14.72 .032

Culture within '41,...

grade 10 1 892.53 27.66 .001 '.-4..

Culture wfthin
.grade 11 1 69.25 7.15 .145

.1!

Culture within
grade 12 1. 227.59 7.05 .009

Grade 147.02 4.56 .005

%

Error 129 32.

S.
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TABLE 3

Table of Means for Dependent Variable Fluency

Group 9 10 11 12 Grand Means

Israel 18.00 24.56 20.82 -21:54

United States 12.46 14.00 18.14 15.13 15.35

Overall Means
both cultureti 14.95 19.28 19.11 16.15

..".w.**+
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TABLE 4

Analysis of Variance(' Summary"for the Dependent

Varieble Flexibility

Source of Variability di-

Between cultures

Culture *ithin
grade 9

,

Culture within
grade 10

Culture within
grade 11

Culture within
grade 12

Grade

Error

1 125.76 6.77 .010

1 420.50 2.65 .001

1 3.35 .180

1 124.60 6.71 .011

3 80.42 .4.33 .006

129 18.56

2 5 ts



. TABLIE 5

Table of MAns for Dependent Variable FlextbiAty.

,Group. 9 lo 11 12

Israel 15.22 19.38 16-.00 17.00

United States 10.18 12.13 15.41 ,12.66.

Overallkeans
both cultures 12.45 15.75 15.67 13.1r1

Grand Means'

rr.io

12.94
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TABLE 6

Analysis of Variance Summary for the Dependent

Variable Originality

Source of Variability df MS F P. <

Between cultures

Culture within
grade 9 1 30.07 ;29

(

Culture within
grade 10 1 1250.00 11.87 .001

Culture within .

grade 11 1 238.72 2.27 .135

Culture within
grade 12 1 14.35 .14

Grade 3 220.36 2.09 .10'4

Error 129 105.53
,

Jr'
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TABLE 7

Table of Means for Dependent Variable Originality

Groug 9 10

Israel .25.56 35.75

United States 23.09 23.25

Overfill Means

both cultures 211'.20 29.50

11 12 Grand Means

10.35 25.50 30.44

25.36 24.03 214.10

r-.7.54 24.28

4



TABLE g

Analysis of Variance Summary for the Dependent

Variable Elaboration

Source of Variability--7---df----T-- . NS _ <

Between cultures

Culture within
grade 9 1 .27

1

.010

Culture within
grade 10 1 91.13 .07

Culture within
grade 11 1 5880.03 h.44 .037

Culture within
grade 12 1 1586.39 1.20 .276

Grade 3 11829.77 8.94 .001

Error 129 1323.10



' TABU 9
\

Table of Means for D pendent Variable Elaboration

28

Group 9 10 11 12 Grand Means.

Israel 95.78 114.00 104.65 93.63 1014.28
;.

United States' . '95.55 110.63 129.41 - 78.13 99.28

Overall- Meahs
both cultures 1)5.65 112.31 118.62 80.83

11)

4


